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buying or selling
a property?

let
us
help!
"Jessica was able to help my family and I find our
forever home, we are so grateful for her help!" Christine R.

Jessica lebeau
real estate agent, DRE#7475223
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Dan was so friendly and
helpful throughout the
buying process, we
would 100% recommend!
- Mark B.

real estate agent, DRE#7475223

phone: (949) 537-1114
Email: info@reportsonhousing.com

Dan Wheeler
For more details please visit

www.yourwebsiteinfohere.com

Call for a Free
Consulation
Today!

James McCann
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5695221

James was instrumental
in us finding a home in
this crazy market!
- Tina G.

INFORMATION
+123-456-7890
www.reallygreatsite.com
123 Anywhere St., Any
City, ST 12345

Call for a Free
Consulation
Today!

march recap
The month of March marks the
official start to the Spring Market
for housing, often known for
producing more real estate activity
during this three-month period than
any other throughout the year.

Orange County started the month just over 1,400
homes. For comparison, last year began with
roughly 2,400 homes on the market. To further
magnify this point, the typical start to a year for the
region is about 5,000 homes, indicating just how
dire this inventory crisis has become. March ended
with roughly 1,550 homes on the market, an
increase of about 5%. The insatiable amount of
demand in the market is making it very difficult for
the inventory to build upon itself. As demand cools
from the rise in rates, then the inventory will start to
For homes coming on the market in Orange, May is grow at a better pace.
the most popular month with 4,165* homes
typically placed on the market. That is 11% of all Demand for the region began March with roughly
homes on average placed on the market. June, 2,200 pending sales, and by months end rose to
April, July, and March round out the Top 5 2,300, a typical rise for this time of year. Last year's
respectively. With students out of school, the demand reading was off the charts, coming in at
Summer months allow families some free time to over 3,100 pending sales by April 1st, however the
make the big move that they've been thinking typical demand reading for the start of April is
around 2,500* homes. Expect demand to taper off
about.
as interest rates continue their climb.
Spring is in the air, and with that comes a fury of
real estate activity. More homes are placed into
escrow during the Spring months compared to any
other time of year. Putting a home on the market in
March typically results in plenty of demand and an
escrow closing either late spring or early Summer.
The process can be time consuming: the home
must come on the market, be exposed to an array
of buyers, open escrow, and then finally complete
the goal of selling and moving.

*5 Yr Avg from 2015-2019
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here's the
scoop
According to the St. Louis Fed, the 30-Year Fixed Mortgage Rate average
in the United States rose from 3.76% on March 3rd to 4.67% on March
31st, marking one of the steepest rises in rates since the '90s.

Rapidly rising rates mean affordability has taken a
dramatic hit so far this year. According to the St.
Louis Fed, the 30-Year Fixed Mortgage Rate
average in the United States rose from 3.76% on
March 3rd to 4.67% on March 31st, marking one of
the steepest rises in rates since the '90s.
Now, how will this rise impact the housing market?
First, demand will drop. As affordability erodes,
fewer and fewer buyers will be willing to stretch
their dollar over the asking price. Because the
market is slow to change, sellers will keep an
aggressive mindset as they don't take into account
the changes in rates, and ultimately end up with an
OVERPRICED home for sale.
What happens to an overpriced home? It will sit on
the market much longer, and is often subject to
eventual price reductions to garner more interest.
With more homes now sitting on the market, we
will finally see the inventory rise. Expect inventory
levels to steadily rise in the coming months.

The drop in demand and the supplemental rise in
homes on the market will result in a higher
Expected Market Time. The housing market has
been full throttle since July of 2020, and with the
Orange County region stuck in a perpetual Hot
Seller's Market, the rise in Expected Market Time is
a welcome sight. It's like slowing the car down from
a reckless 120 MPH to a more manageable 80
MPH. Quite the difference, even though both are
still technically "speeding".
Slower market times will produce a housing market
that doesn't experience as many multiple offer
situations, and price appreciation will ultimately
slow as well.
If the current mortgage rates in the United States
continue to rise and hold at elevated levels, we
could see a shift from INSANE to a REGULAR
Seller's Market. The shift towards a more balanced
market can be seen as a good sign for the housing
market's long term health.
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affordability measurement
Affordability
rapidly shrunk in
March as interest
rates shot upward.
The diagram to the
right shows the
effects of todays
increase in
mortgage rates.

$4,000/Month
Desired Mortgage
Payment
Mortgage Payment is
Principal & Interest Only &
10% Down Payment
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2,641 homes closed in March,
marking a 49% increase in
volume from last month, and a
18% decrease year-over-year.
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306 homes came off the
market in March, 4% less
than last year's number,
however it is 48% less than
the 3 Yr Avg of 644 homes.
This demonstrates just how
strong demand still is.
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A staggering 15% of all available
homes to purchase today
reduced their asking price. With
price appreciation slowing, it is
important not to overprice the
listing.

orange county
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market time
The Expected Market Time is the speed of the
market, the lower the number, the faster
homes are being placed into escrow. Anything
below 60-days is considered a Hot Seller’s
Market where there are plenty of showings,
multiple offers, sellers call the shots, and
home values are on the rise. A new level
emerged to adequately describe this year’s
torrid pace, market times below 40-days.
Anything below this level is considered an
Insane Seller’s Market. That is a market with a
flood of showings, an overwhelming number
of multiple offers, sellers get just about
everything their hearts desire in calling the
shots, and home values soar.
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- insane SELLER'S MARKET
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*Compared to the 3 yr avg from 2017 to 2019*
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Apr: -17%

Jessica lebeau
real estate agent, DRE#7475223

phone: (949) 537-1114
Email: info@reportsonhousing.com

call me today!
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